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Copy
search and read bible verses using the popular msg
translation take notes online highlight verses and save notes
the message strives to help readers hear the living word of
god the bible in a way that engages and intrigues us right
where we are some people like to read the bible in
elizabethan english others want to read a version that gives
a close word for word correspondence between the original
languages and english question what is the message msg answer
the message history the message the bible in contemporary
language was created by pastor scholar author and poet eugene
h peterson and published in segments from 1993 to 2002 by
navpress read these verses from the holy bible about
encouragement and experience god s healing power for your
heart and soul meditate on these verses throughout the day
and share them with your friends so you can send
encouragement and impact someone else s day engaging
impactful the message is a reading bible translated from the
original greek and hebrew scriptures by scholar pastor author
and poet eugene peterson thoroughly reviewed and approved by
twenty biblical scholars the message combines the authority
of god s word with the cadence and energy of conversational
english your bible the message msg select any bible verse or
passage linked directly to any of youversion s 1 200 versions
in 900 languages people viewing your event can tap your
reference to see it in their bible app reader where they can
bookmark it highlight it and more
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the message strives to help readers hear the living word of
god the bible in a way that engages and intrigues us right
where we are some people like to read the bible in
elizabethan english others want to read a version that gives
a close word for word correspondence between the original
languages and english

what is the message msg gotquestions org
Feb 05 2024

question what is the message msg answer the message history
the message the bible in contemporary language was created by
pastor scholar author and poet eugene h peterson and
published in segments from 1993 to 2002 by navpress
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read these verses from the holy bible about encouragement and
experience god s healing power for your heart and soul
meditate on these verses throughout the day and share them
with your friends so you can send encouragement and impact
someone else s day
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engaging impactful the message is a reading bible translated
from the original greek and hebrew scriptures by scholar
pastor author and poet eugene peterson thoroughly reviewed
and approved by twenty biblical scholars the message combines
the authority of god s word with the cadence and energy of
conversational english your bible

download the message msg bible 100 free
Nov 02 2023

the message msg select any bible verse or passage linked
directly to any of youversion s 1 200 versions in 900
languages people viewing your event can tap your reference to
see it in their bible app reader where they can bookmark it
highlight it and more
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